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Klan-Nazi
No one's s
By ROBIN ADAMS
Chronicle Staff Writer

Related editorial on Page A4.

After only three days of deliberations,
an all-white federal jury found nine
Klansmen and Nazis not guilty of
violating the civil rights of five CommunistsWorker's Party members killed in
a shootout in Greensboro on Nov. 3,

~1979~
Found not guilty on all 14 counts were

Virgil L. Griffin, 40, of Mount Holly; EdwardDawson, 65, of Greensboro;
Raeford Milano Caudle, 41, and Jack
Wilson Fowler, 33, of Winston-Salem;

"The Klan is done. They have had
it. "~

-- Edward Dawson

David Wayne Matthews, 29, of Newton;
Coleman Pridmore, 42, of Lincolnton;
Jerry Paul Smith, 36, of Maiden; Roy
Clinton Toney, 36, of Anderson, S.C.,
and Roland Wayne Wood, 39, of
Winston-Salem.
The verdict, said Dawson, one of the

nine defendants, was a relief but came as
no surprise.

"It (the not-guilty verdict) was great,"
Dawson said earlier this week in a

telephone interview. ,4It was like a ton of
bricks being lifted off your head. It was a
tremendous ordeal to go through and I'm
glad it's over. From now on, I will be mindingmy own business."
The final arguments in the threemonth-oldcase were given last Thursday
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Aspiring, But Safe, Ac
Susie Vickers and Lashonda Fields holci
fire safety slogan they're helping to mat
are part of a skit titled "Stop, Drop and F
youngsters under the direction of Larry
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By AUDREY L. WILLIAMS
Chronicle Staff Writer

Only after it was brought to^is atte

Deputy Superintendent Jim Dew, did he
most of the students hired for the city-coi
system's summer employment program a

of school system staff members.
Parents of the students hired are emplo

tions that range from the administrative
custodial level.

"I just didn't recognize those names,"
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verdict:
surprised
and the $1 million trial concluded with
Judge Thomas A. Flannery reading the
jury 78 pages of instructions. Last Friday
morning, the jurors began their deliberationsat 8:30.
The five-person prosecution team tried .

to prove that the nine men interfered with
the demonstrators* rights to free speech at
a government-sanctioned march, that
they were motivated by racism and that
their actions led to the deaths of five of
the demonstrators.

Killed were Sandra Smith, Cesar V.
\\/:11: c p»

\.auic, vviinaiu c,. aampsun, ivncnaei
Nathan and James Waller.
The nine defense attorneys based their

argument on the same one used during the
state trial four years ago in Greensboro,.
when five Klansmen and Nazis charged
with murder were found not guilty: that
the Klansmen and Nazis acted in selfdefenseand were motivated by patriotism
to go to the rally.

In the end, the defense team prevailed.
The jury has been silent since the decision,saying only that the prosecution did

not prove, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that the nine were guilty.

While they were not particularly surprisedby the verdict, say 'local black
leaders, the trial's outcome will give the
Klan a green light to continue its racist activities.

(After the reading of the verdict, defendantVirgil Griffin, who serves as grand
dragon of the Invisible Empire Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan, said he would continue
fighting communism and that the "KKK
is here to stay.")

Please see page A3
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Eddie Knox: "I'm the only candidate who
I know what it's like to run a governmen

| By ROBIN ADAMS
Chronicle Staff Writer
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